“CLEANLINESS IS NEXT TO GODLINESS”

“Swachh Bharat Abhiyan” was announced by the honorable Prime Minister Mr. Narendra Modi on 15 August 2014 to fulfill Mahatma Gandhi’s dream of a clean India and it was launched on 2nd Oct 2014. In accordance with this nation wide campaign, our school KV AFS ARJANGARH took an initiative and stated the cleanliness drive in the school with a lot of activities and enthusiasm.

The school chalked out a plan to organize cleanliness drive successfully.

- Programme was initiated with special cleanliness drive in which all the students and teachers participated enthusiastically and cleaned every nook and corner of the school.
- The students took a pledge to clean their school as well as their surroundings.
- A rally was organized under which students made beautiful placards displaying slogans and quotes on cleanliness creating awareness. They called out these slogans during the rally captivating the attention of the onlookers. They highlighted the importance of hygiene in daily life.
- The whole school campus was divided into four zones housewise with each house held responsible to clean a particular allotted area and these areas were monitored and marks were allotted to the houses accordingly.
- Cleanliness monitors were nominated in each class to supervise the cleanliness of their respective classes, corridors and toilets in their block. Each class was observed by the cleanliness committee members and every month the best swachh class was awarded a rolling trophy in the assembly.
- Quiz competitions, Poster competitions, skits on “Swachh Bharat Abhiyan” were also organized.
- Workshops on hygiene and cleanliness were conducted by an NGO. They organized a poster competition on Global Hand Wash day.
- Workshops were conducted in the school Vidyalaya. They spread awareness among students about the importance of cleanliness and they took initiative to clean the canteen area along with their team members and students of class XII. They provided garbage bags, hand gloves and aprons to the students and cleaned up every nook and corner.
- K.V. A.F.S. also introduced to the school different kinds of bins [red, yellow, green] for the segregation of waste so that students can properly throw the garbage in the correct dustbin with the idea of recycling of garbage.
- Not only students but also K.V. A.F.S staff [teaching as well as non teaching] also participated enthusiastically in the drive and gave their contributions.
- Rohit Yadav of class XII A was selected the best cleanliness monitor as she willingly encouraged and guide students not to throw garbage here and there and monitored the students also to follow cleanliness and hygiene in routine.
- The canteen committee of our school kept a check on the hygiene of food and the cleanliness in and around the area.
- Vermi composting facility is also an integral project of our school.

For the ensuing session, many interesting and innovative projects have been planned to set an example before the society. The students of K.V. A.F.S ARJANGARH shall be the true “HERALDS OF CLEANLINESS”